
 
 CRISS CROSS POKER 

 w/STAX PROGRESSIVE w/MUST HIT 
 

RULES & PROCEDURES 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
CRISS CROSS POKER is for the player to make a pair of 6’s or higher going ACROSS and, separately, 
going DOWN using the community cards and their two-hole cards. The 5 CARD BONUS wager wins 
with a pair of 6’s or higher using just the five community cards. Criss Cross Poker is a poker game played 
using a standard 52-card deck. 
 
STAX PROGRESSIVE is the newest addition to our table game PROGRESSIVE offerings, STAX brings 
unprecedented player excitement to nearly any table game with dynamic links to multi-level jackpots. 
This unique multi-level PROGRESSIVE system gives you the ability to offer up to FIVE different prize 
pools – giving players quick-hitting action at life-changing, night-changing jackpots! 
 
 
OPTIONAL MUST HIT 
MUST HIT PROGRESSIVE for Stax is a Mystery Progressive intended to be used in conjunction with 
progressive wagers that utilize the AGS Stax system. If an AGS Stax system progressive side wager has 
four or fewer progressive meters active, one of the available progressive meters can be configured to 
function as the MUST HIT PROGRESSIVE. The MUST HIT PROGRESSIVE is an add-on to the 
existing PROGRESSIVE wager, no additional wagering is required to qualify for it. 
 
 
RULES OF PLAY 

1. To begin, players must place two ANTE wagers of equal value, with one corresponding to the 
“ACROSS” hand, and one corresponding to the “DOWN” hand. The Player can make an 
optional 5 CARD BONUS wager for any amount with in table limits and make another optional 
STAX PROGRESSIVE BONUS wager. See Rules & Guide below! 

2. Working from left to right, the dealer gives each player two cards and five cards for the 
community “CRISS CROSS POKER” hand. Players may examine their own cards. 

3. The dealer shall offer each player the option to either make an “ACROSS” wager or forfeit their 
ANTE wagers. The “ACROSS” wager must be one to three times the amount of their ANTE 
wager. After each player has placed the “ACROSS” wager the dealer will turn over the two cards 
for the “ACROSS” horizontal line for the “ACROSS” hand. 

4. The dealer shall offer each player the option to either make the “DOWN” wager or forfeit all 
previous wagers except 5 CARD BONUS & STAX PROGRESSIVE BONUS wager. The 
“DOWN” wager must be one to three times the amount of their ANTE wager. After each player 
has placed the “DOWN” wager the dealer will turn over the two cards for the “DOWN” vertical 
line for the “DOWN” hand. 
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RULES OF PLAY (CONT.) 

5. The dealer shall offer each player the option to either make the “MIDDLE” wager or forfeit all 
previous wagers except 5 CARD BONUS & STAX PROGRESSIVE BONUS wager. The 
“MIDDLE” wager must be one to three times the amount of their ANTE wager. After each 
player has placed the “MIDDLE” wager the dealer will turn over the “MIDDLE” card to 
complete the “CRISS CROSS POKER” hand.  

6. The dealer shall then reveal the player’s cards. The player uses their two cards plus the three 
cards on the horizontal line of the cross to form an “ACROSS” hand and uses their two cards 
plus the three cards on the vertical line of the cross to form a “DOWN” hand. 

7. Winning “ACROSS” and “DOWN” hands are paid per the posted paytable. The “MIDDLE” 
wager is paid if either the “ACROSS” or “DOWN” wager qualify as a win and is paid at the 
odds of the highest-ranking hand. If the “ACROSS” wager is a push and the “DOWN” wager 
loses the “MIDDLE” wager is also a push, or if the “ACROSS” wager loses and the “DOWN” 
wager is a push the “MIDDLE” wager is also a push. If both the “ACROSS” wager and 
“DOWN” wager push the “MIDDLE” wager also is a push. The “MIDDLE” wager only loses 
if both the “ACROSS” and “DOWN” wagers lose. 

8. The two ANTE wagers are paid even money on qualifying hands for their respective hand. A 
qualifying hand is defined as any of the paying wagers (pair of Jacks or higher). Pair of 6s 
through 10s result in a push, and all other outcomes forfeit the ANTE wagers. 

9. The 5 CARD BONUS wager is resolved immediately before opening any hands, regardless of 
player fold decisions, and is evaluated based on the five community cards only. See posted 
paytable.  

10. The STAX PROGRESSIVE BONUS wager wins if the player has a Three-of-a-Kind or 
Higher. Player does not have to beat the dealer to win the STAX PROGRESSIVE BONUS 
wager. See posted paytable.  

 
 
STAX PROGRESSIVE (RULES) 

1. Players must place their regular wagers for the game and an optional STAX PROGRESSIVE 
BONUS wager. 

2. The dealer will deal the base game as per the dealing procedures. 
3. During the initial game, the dealer will determine if any player has a triggering STAX 

PROGRESSIVE BONUS hand.  
a. If a player has a triggering hand, the Dealer will resolve and pay the Player the 

denomination/prize won. See posted paytable. 
b. If there are no triggering hand for STAX, then the game continues according the house 

rules of the game. 
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STAX PROGRESSIVE (RULES) CONT. 

4. In order to win on the STAX PROGRESSIVE BONUS wager 
a. Player must use their two hold cards along with either “ACROSS” or “DOWN” 

community cards for the bettor five-card hand. 
b. The dealer will determine if player has a triggering hand according to the posted 

paytable. 
5. If no STAX side wagers are made, then the game plays as normal and the dealer does not have to 

use the interface. 
 


